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Abstract
Given a set R of distinct, non-trivial partitions of a 1nite set, we de1ne the relation graph GR
of R. In case R consists only of bipartitions, GR is the well-known Buneman graph, a median
graph that has applications in the area of phylogenetic analysis. Here we consider properties
of the relation graph for general sets of partitions and, in particular, we see that it mimics the
behaviour of the Buneman graph by proving the following two theorems:
(i) The graph GR is a Hamming graph if and only if R is strongly incompatible.
(ii) The graph GR is a block graph with #R blocks if and only if R is strongly compatible.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
In the areas of taxonomy and phylogenetic analysis it is often necessary to 1nd
graphs that allow one to represent in some way a collection R of distinct, non-trivial
partitions of a 1nite set X of taxa. Usually, the graph sought after is a binary tree with
leaves labelled by X , the intention being to represent evolutionary relationships between
the taxa. However, in certain situations where the underlying evolutionary processes are
not necessarily best modelled by a tree, other graphs such as, for example, partition
intersection graphs [19,20] or median=quasi-median graphs [1–3,7,21,22] have been
used instead.
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For example, when R consists solely of splits (i.e. bipartitions), a certain median
graph GR, related to a construction appearing in [8] and sometimes called the Buneman
graph [6,7,9,10,18,23], has been successfully used to represent R in biological applica-
tions [1,3,10,23]. Amongst the many possible equivalent de1nitions for this graph, we
consider the following: The vertex set R of GR consists of those maps ’ :R→ P(X )
(with P(X ) denoting the power set of X ) which satisfy the conditions
(i) ’(R) ∈ R, and
(ii) ’(R) ∩ ’(R′) = ∅ ⇒ ’(R) ∪ ’(R′) = X
(or, equivalently,
(ii)′ ’(R) ∩ ’(R′) = ∅ or ’(R) ∪ ’(R′) = X );
and the edge set of GR consists of those {’1; ’2} ∈ (R2 ) for which the set
(’1; ’2) := {R ∈ R: ’1(R) = ’2(R)}
has cardinality one.
The Buneman graph enjoys two special properties: De1ning two splits R1; R2 in R
to be incompatible if
(a) for all A1 ∈ R1 and A2 ∈ R2 we have A1 ∩ A2 = ∅,
and compatible if
(b) there exist A1 ∈ R1 and A2 ∈ R2 such that A1 ∪ A2 = X ,
it can be shown that
(1) GR is an #R-dimensional hypercube if and only if every pair of distinct splits in
R is incompatible, and
(2) GR is a tree with #R edges if and only if every pair of distinct splits in R is
compatible.
(cf. [6,9], for example, for proofs of these results).
Clearly, the de1nition of GR given above does not depend on the fact that R consists
of splits. Thus, in this paper, we consider the graph GR, with vertex and edge sets
de1ned exactly as above, for arbitrary collections of distinct, non-trivial partitions R,
which we call the relation graph of R.
In contrast to the case where R consists only of splits, GR will clearly not be, in
general, median. For example, if we de1ne X={a; b; : : : ; f} and let R := {R1; R2} where
R1 := {{a; b}; {c; d}; {e; f}}, and R2 := {{b; c}; {d; e}; {f; a}}, then GR is a 6-cycle (see
Fig. 1). Hence, in this example, GR is not quasi-median [5, p. 683, Property (c)],
and so GR will not generally belong to this class of graphs that can also be used
to represent partitions in a way that yields the Buneman graph in case R consists of
splits [2] (see also [5,21]). However, despite this fact we shall see that GR does exhibit
some interesting properties. In particular, de1ning two distinct partitions R1; R2 ∈ R
to be strongly incompatible if they satisfy (a) and R to be strongly incompatible if
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Fig. 1. The relation graph as an induced subgraph of a Hamming graph, with its edges indicated in bold.
See Section 2 for more details.
every pair of distinct elements in R is strongly incompatible, then we will prove the
following natural generalisation of (1):
Theorem 1. The relation graph GR is a Hamming graph (i.e. the Cartesian product
of complete graphs) if and only if R is strongly incompatible.
Moreover, de1ning two distinct partitions R1; R2 ∈ R to be strongly compatible 3 if
they satisfy (b) and R to be strongly compatible if any pair of distinct elements in R
is strongly compatible, we shall see that the natural generalisation of (2) is obtained by
considering not trees, but the closely related block graphs [4,13,17], that is, connected
graphs in which every block (i.e. 2-connected subgraph) is complete. In particular, we
will prove:
Theorem 2. The relation graph GR is a block graph with #R blocks if and only if
R is strongly compatible.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we prove Theorem 1. In
Section 3, we recall some results on strong compatibility, and in the following section,
we look at the consequences that these results have for the connectedness of GR. In
Section 5, we see that if R is strongly compatible, then GR is an isometric subgraph
of a Hamming graph, and in the 1nal section we prove Theorem 2.
2. Hamming graphs
In this section, we present some notation, and prove Theorem 1.
From now on, X will denote a 1nite set and R a collection of distinct, non-trivial
partitions of X . For each partition R ∈ R and each x ∈ X , let R(x) denote the set in
R that contains x. If ’ :R→ P(X ) is such that ’(R) ∈ R for all R ∈ R, then we call
’ an R-map. To each x ∈ X , we assign the R-map ’x de1ned by
’x :R→ P(X ) :R 
→ R(x);
and we let X denote the set consisting of all those maps ’x with x ∈ X .
3 See [15,16,20] for other ways to de1ne compatibility for partitions.
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Given a collection  of R-maps, let G() denote the graph whose vertex set is
 and whose edge set consists of all {’1; ’2} ∈ (2 ) with #(’1; ’2) = 1. Thus, if
VR denotes the set of all R-maps, then HR :=G(VR) is a Hamming graph, that is,
HR is isomorphic to a Cartesian product of complete graphs, speci1cally, the product∏
R∈R K#R. Hence, the collection of R-maps R as de1ned in the introduction, that is,
the vertex set of GR, is a subset of VR, and GR coincides with G(R). In particular, GR
is an induced subgraph of the Hamming graph HR and, since X is clearly contained
in R, we can label a subset of R by X by simply associating the vertex ’x to each
x ∈ X . For example, in Fig. 1, we picture the relation graph GR of the set R={R1; R2}
de1ned in the introduction as a subgraph of the Hamming graph K3 × K3. The labels
Ri, i = 1; 2, correspond to the edges {’; ’′} in HR with (’; ’′) = {Ri}, and each
vertex labelled with an element x ∈ X corresponds to the map ’x ∈ R.
It is now a straight forward matter to characterise those R for which GR is actually
equal to HR.
Theorem 1. The relation graph GR is the Hamming graph HR if and only if R is
strongly incompatible.
Proof. Suppose that R is strongly incompatible and that ’ is in VR, the vertex set of
HR. Then we have ’(R)∩’(R′) = ∅ for all R; R′ ∈ R, so that ’ is in R, the vertex
set of GR. Thus GR = G(VR) = HR.
Conversely, suppose that there are distinct partitions R; R′ ∈ R and some A ∈ R,
B ∈ R′ with A ∩ B = ∅. Choose A′ ∈ R, A′ = A, and B′ ∈ R′, B′ = B. Since we are
assuming that GR=G(VR)=HR holds, there exist ’; ’′ ∈ R with ’(R)=A; ’(R′)=B,
and ’′(R) = A′; ’′(R′) = B′. Hence, since A ∩ B = ∅ and ’ ∈ R, we have A ∪ B =
’(R) ∪ ’(R′) = X . Thus, A′ ⊆ B, B′ ⊆ A, so that A′ ∩ B′ ⊆ B ∩ A = ∅. As ’′ ∈ R,
we have A′ ∪ B′ =’′(R)∪’′(R′) = X , so that A ⊆ B′ and B ⊆ A′. Hence, we see that
A = B′, B = A′, and R = {A; A′} = {B; B′} = R′, contradicting the fact that R; R′ were
assumed to be distinct. So, for all distinct R; R′ ∈ R, we must have A ∩ B = ∅ for all
A ∈ R; B ∈ R′, as required.
3. Strong compatibility
The notion of strongly compatible partitions arose in the context of taxonomy in [13].
It was de1ned there in terms of equivalence relations as opposed to their associated
partitions, hence the term relation graph. In Section 5 of [13], two crucial results are
proven for strongly compatible partitions. As we often use these results, we state them
again here, together with short proofs for completeness:
Lemma 1 (Dress et al. [13, Lemma 5.1]). Suppose that R is strongly compatible. If
R; R′ ∈ R are distinct; then there exists a unique pair of sets (A; B) ∈ R × R′ such
that the union of A and B is equal to X.
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Proof. Suppose that A; A′ ∈ R and B; B′ ∈ R′ are such that A ∪ B = A′ ∪ B′ = X and,
say, A = A′. Since A ∩ A′ = ∅, we have A ⊆ B′ as well as A′ ⊆ B and in particular
X = A ∪ B ⊆ B ∪ B′ ⊆ X . Thus, B ∪ B′ = X and so R′ = {B; B′} as well as B ∩ B′ = ∅.
Hence, B′ ⊆ A and B ⊆ A′ which implies A= B′ and B= A′ and, therefore, R= R′, a
contradiction.
If R; R′ are distinct and strongly compatible, we denote by B(R; R′) ∈ R and B(R′; R) ∈
R′ the unique sets in R and R′, respectively, given by Lemma 1. We then have the
following result concerning these sets:
Lemma 2 (Dress et al. [13, Lemma 5.2]). If R is strongly compatible; R; R′ ∈ R
distinct and A ∈ R; B ∈ R′; then precisely one of the following assertions holds:
(i) B(R; R′) = A; B= B(R′; R) and A ⊆ B;
(ii) B(R; R′) = A, B = B(R′; R) and B ⊆ A;
(iii) A ∩ B= ∅ and A ∪ B = X ;
(iv) A ∪ B= X; that is; A= B(R; R′) and B= B(R′; R).
Proof. If A=B(R; R′) and B=B(R′; R) then (iv) holds. If A=B(R; R′) and B = B(R′; R)
then B ⊆ X −B(R′; R) ⊆ B(R; R′)=A, so that (ii) holds. Similarly, if A = B(R; R′) and
B=B(R′; R) then (i) holds. Finally, if A = B(R; R′) and B = B(R′; R) then A∪B = X ,
by Lemma 1, as well as A ∩ B ⊆ B(R′; R) ∩ B= ∅ so that (iii) holds.
4. When is the relation graph connected?
For R consisting solely of partitions R with #R=2, GR is the Buneman graph which,
as stated in the introduction, is median and hence connected [21]. However, for general
R, the relation graph GR is not necessarily connected. For example, if X := {a; b; c; d}
and R := {R1; R2} with R1 := {{a; b}; {c; d}} and R2 := {{a}; {b}; {c}; {d}}, then GR
consists of two components; more precisely, R =X = {’a; ’b; ’c; ’d} and the edge
set of GR consists only of the edges {’a; ’b} and {’c; ’d}. In fact, this example
provides a special case of the following result.
Lemma 3. Suppose that there exist R; R′ ∈ R such that R properly re1nes R′; that is;
for every A ∈ R there exists some B ∈ R′ such that A ( B. Then GR is disconnected.
Proof. Note 1rst that if ’ ∈ R, then for R; R′ ∈ R as above, we must have ’(R) (
’(R′). For, if this were not the case, then ’(R) ∩ ’(R′) = ∅ which implies ’(R) ∪
’(R′) = X , as ’ ∈ R. But this is not possible since R properly re1nes R′.
Now suppose that GR is connected. Choose x; y ∈ X with R′(x) = R′(y). Then
given any path P from ’x to ’y in GR (i.e. a sequence  1 :=’x;  2; : : : ;  n :=’y of
distinct elements of R such that ( i;  i+1) is an edge in GR for all 16 i 6 n− 1),
there clearly must exist some edge {’; ’′} in P with (’; ’′) = {R′}. By the above
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argument, we see that ’(R) ( ’(R′) and ’′(R) ( ’′(R′). Moreover, as (’; ’′)={R′},
we have ’(R) = ’′(R) and ’(R′) = ’′(R′), which is absurd. Thus, there can be no
path in GR from ’x to ’y, and GR must be disconnected.
It appears to be a diMcult problem to characterise those R for which GR is con-
nected. However, in case R is strongly compatible, we immediately see that this is the
case.
Proposition 1. If R is strongly compatible; then GR is connected.
Proof. Let ’; ’′ ∈ R be distinct vertices in GR. Without loss of generality, order
the elements of R so that R = {R1; : : : ; Rn}, ’(Ri) = ’′(Ri) for all 1 6 i¡ k and
’(Ri) = ’′(Ri) for all k 6 i 6 n. Choose i0 ∈ {k; : : : ; n} such that ’(Ri0 ) is minimal
(with respect to set inclusion) in {’(Ri): k 6 i 6 n}.
We will show that there exists some map  ∈ R such that #(’; ) = 1 and
#(; ’′)=#(’; ’′)− 1. Once this is established, using a simple induction argument,
it is easy to see that there is a path in GR between ’ and ’′, so that GR is connected,
as required.
Consider the map
 :R→ P(X ) :Ri 
→
{
’′(Ri0 ) if i = i0;
’(Ri) else:
If  ∈ R, then we could put  :=  . So, suppose  ∈ R, then, there must exist
some l in {k; : : : ; n} − {i0} such that
∅=  (Ri0 ) ∩  (Rl) = ’′(Ri0 ) ∩ ’(Rl) (1)
and
X =  (Ri0 ) ∪  (Rl) = ’′(Ri0 ) ∪ ’(Rl): (2)
Now, if ’(Ri0 ) ∪ ’(Rl) = X , then by Eq. (1) we have ’′(Ri0 ) ⊆ ’(Ri0 ), and so
’′(Ri0 )=’(Ri0 ), which is absurd. Hence, ’(Ri0 )∪’(Rl) = X and, as ’ ∈ R, we thus
have ’(Ri0 )∩’(Rl) = ∅ also. A similar argument shows that ’′(Ri0 )∪’′(Rl) = X and
’′(Ri0 ) ∩ ’′(Rl) = ∅. Thus, by Lemma 2, the conditions
(i) ’(Rl) ⊆ ’(Ri0 ); ’(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl); and ’(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ), or
(ii) ’(Ri0 ) ⊆ ’(Rl); ’(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ); and ’(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl),
and
(i)′ ’′(Rl) ⊆ ’′(Ri0 ); ’′(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl); and ’′(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ), or
(ii)′ ’′(Ri0 ) ⊆ ’′(Rl); ’′(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ); and ’′(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl) must hold.
Note that (i) and (i)′ cannot hold simultaneously since if this were the case, then
we would have
’(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl) = ’
′(Ri0 );
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which contradicts ’(Ri0 ) = ’′(Ri0 ). Similarly, (ii) and (ii)′ cannot hold at the same
time.
Now, suppose both (ii) and (i)′ hold, then we would have ’′(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl) and
’(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ). Thus ’
′(Ri0 ) ∪ ’(Rl) = X which contradicts Eq. (2).
Finally, suppose that both (i) and (ii)′ hold. By (i), we have ’(Rl) ⊆ ’(Ri0 ) =
B(Ri0 ; Rl), and hence by minimality of ’(Ri0 ), we get ’(Rl) = ’(Ri0 ) = B(Ri0 ; Rl).
Hence,
X = B(Ri0 ; Rl) ∪ B(Rl; Ri0 ) = ’(Rl) ∪ B(Rl; Ri0 );
and so #Rl = 2. Thus, as ’(Rl) = ’′(Rl), we have ’′(Rl) = B(Rl; Ri0 ).
Now consider the map
 ′ :R→ P(X ) :Ri 
→
{
’′(Rl) if i = l;
’(Ri) else:
Then, by de1nition, #(’;  ′) = 1 and #( ′; ’′) = #(’; ’′) − 1. We claim that
 ′ ∈ R, which if true would complete the proof by setting  :=  ′. To see why this
claim holds, note 1rst that
 ′(Rl) ∪  ′(Ri0 ) = ’′(Rl) ∪ ’(Ri0 ) = B(Rl; Ri0 ) ∪ B(Ri0 ; Rl) = X:
Moreover, if
 ′(Rl) ∩  ′(Rt) = B(Rl; Ri0 ) ∩ ’(Rt) = ∅
for some t ∈ {k; : : : ; n} − {i0}, then  ′(Rt) = ’(Rt) ⊆ B(Ri0 ; Rl) = ’(Ri0 ), which by
minimality of ’(Ri0 ) implies  
′(Rt) = B(Ri0 ; Rl). Hence,
 ′(Rl) ∪  ′(Rt) = B(Rl; Ri0 ) ∪ B(Ri0 ; Rl) = X:
Hence  ′ ∈ R, which completes the proof of the claim and, hence, that of the
theorem.
5. Representing partitions by graphs
In the relation graph GR depicted in Fig. 1, we see that for each R ∈ R, the removal
of the set of edges {{’; ’′} : (’; ’′) = {R}} corresponding to R from GR gives rise
to a disconnected graph, each of whose connected components is labelled by precisely
one element of R. The relation graph GR does not always behave in this way, even
when it is connected. For example, let X := {a; b; c; d; e; f} and R := {R1; R2; R3} with
R1 := {{a; f}; {b; c; d; e}}, R2 := {{a; b; c}; {d; e; f}} and R3 := {{a; b}; {c; d}; {e; f}}.
The relation graph GR of these partitions is depicted in Fig. 2. Here, the removal of
the edges corresponding to R1 results in a disconnected graph in which ’a and ’f are
contained in diOerent components, even though {a; f} is a part of R1.
In order to better understand these examples, we consider a special class of induced
subgraphs of HR de1ned as follows: Suppose that  ⊆ VR is such that X ⊆ , and
that G() is connected. For ’1; ’2 ∈  and R ∈ R, we say that ’1 is not connected
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Fig. 2. An example where GR does not properly represent R.
to ’2 via R (in G()) if for any shortest path  1 :=’1;  2; : : : ;  n :=’2 in G(), we
have ( i;  i+1) = {R} for all 16 i 6 n− 1. De1ne V(’; R)=V (’; R) to be the set
of all maps ’′ in  so that ’′ is not connected to ’ via R. Note that ’ is an element
of V (’; R) and that G(V (’; R)) is easily seen to be connected. De1ne V ∗(’; R) to be
the set of all x ∈ X with ’x ∈ V (’; R) i.e. those x ∈ X for which ’x is not connected
to ’ via R. We say that G() properly represents R if for any R ∈ R, we have
’(R) = V ∗(’; R). In particular, if this is the case then R(x) = ’x(R) = V ∗(’x; R) for
any R ∈ R and any x ∈ X .
Even though the example in Fig. 2 shows that GR does not necessarily properly
represent R, we can give a suMcient condition for this to be the case. De1ne a subgraph
G of a graph H to be an isometric subgraph of H , if for any pair of vertices v and
w in G, the length of a shortest path between v and w in G equals that of a shortest
path between v and w in H . Thus, if  ⊆ VR is such that G() is connected, we see
that G() is an isometric subgraph of HR if and only if for all ’1; ’2 ∈  and for
any shortest path  1 :=’1;  2; : : : ;  n :=’2 in G(), we have ( i;  i+1) = ( j;  j+1)
for 16 i¡ j 6 n− 1, or, equivalently, we have n− 1 = #(’1; ’2).
Lemma 4. If  is a set of R-maps with X ⊆ ; and G() is an isometric subgraph
of HR; then G() properly represents R.
Proof. Suppose that R ∈ R. If x ∈ V ∗(’; R), then ’x(R) = ’(R) so that R(x) = ’(R).
Hence, x ∈ ’(R) and so V ∗(’; R) ⊆ ’(R).
Conversely, suppose x ∈ ’(R). Then ’x(R)=R(x)=’(R). Now if there exists some
shortest path  1 :=’x;  2; : : : ;  n :=’ in G() such that ( i;  i+1) = {R}, for some
16 i 6 n− 1, then, as ’x(R) = ’(R), there must exist some j ∈ {1; : : : ; n− 1} − {i}
with ( j;  j+1) = {R}. This contradicts the assumption that G() is an isometric
subgraph of HR. Thus, ’x is not connected to ’ via R, and so x ∈ V ∗(’; R). Hence,
’(R) ⊆ V ∗(’; R), which completes the proof.
Note that it is not necessary for GR=G(R) to be an isometric subgraph of HR in
order for it to properly represent R, for example, see Fig. 1.
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We now see that—as an immediate corollary of the following result—GR is an
isometric subgraph of HR when R is strongly compatible, so that in this situation GR
always properly represents R.
Proposition 2. Suppose that R is strongly compatible and that  1; : : : ;  n is a shortest
path in GR with  i ∈ R. If ( 1;  2) = ( n−1;  n); then ( i;  i+1) = ( 1;  2); for
all 16 i 6 n− 1.
Proof. Let  1; : : : ;  n be a path as in the proposition. Clearly, the result holds for
n 6 3. Now suppose that n ¿ 4 and that there exists some 2 6 i 6 n− 2 such that
( i;  i+1) = ( 1;  2). We show that this leads to a contradiction, thus completing
the proof.
De1ne R ∈ R to be the element in ( 1;  2). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that ( i;  i+1) = {R}; 2 6 i 6 n − 1, and ( i;  i+1) = ( j;  j+1) for all
26 i¡ j 6 n− 2. Thus,  i(R)=  2(R) for all 26 i 6 n− 1;  n−1(R) =  n(R), and,
with R′ ∈ R denoting the element in ( n−2;  n−1), we have  i(R′) =  n−2(R′) for all
16 i 6 n− 2 and  n−1(R′) =  n(R′).
We show that  n−2(R)∪ n−2(R′) = X : Suppose that  n−2(R)∪ n−2(R′)=X , so that,
by Lemma 1,  n−2(R) = B(R; R′) and  n−2(R′) = B(R′; R). As {R} = ( n−1;  n) and
{R′}= ( n−2;  n−1), we have  n(R) =  n−2(R), so that  n(R) ⊆ B(R′; R) =  n−2(R′).
Thus,
 n(R) ∩  n(R′) ⊆  n−2(R′) ∩  n−1(R′) = ∅;
which implies  n(R) ∪  n(R′) = X , as  n ∈ R. But then  n(R) = B(R; R′), by Lemma
1, in contradiction to  n(R) =  n−2(R). Thus,  n−2(R) ∪  n−2(R′) = X , as required.
Now, as  n−2 ∈ R and  n−2(R)∪ n−2(R′) = X , we see that  n−2(R)∩ n−2(R′) = ∅,
and so, by Lemma 2, we have either
(i)  n−2(R′) = B(R′; R) and  n−2(R′) ⊆  n−2(R), or
(ii)  n−2(R) = B(R; R′) and  n−2(R) ⊆  n−2(R′).
If (i) holds, then
 1(R) ∩  1(R′) =  1(R) ∩  n−2(R′) ⊆  1(R) ∩  n−2(R) =  1(R) ∩  2(R) = ∅:
Thus, as  1 ∈ R, we have  1(R) ∪  1(R′) = X , and so  n−2(R′) =  1(R′) = B(R′; R),
in contradiction to (i).
It can be seen in a similar way that (ii) cannot hold either, a 1nal contradiction
which completes the proof.
Corollary 1. If R is strongly compatible; then GR is an isometric subgraph of HR.
Proof. By Proposition 1, GR is connected. Let ’1 = ’2 be distinct vertices in GR, and
let P :  1 :=’1;  2 : : : ;  n :=’2 be a shortest path in GR. Since GR is a subgraph of HR,
P is also a path in HR. Suppose that P is not a shortest path in HR. Then there exist
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edges { i;  i+1} = { j;  j+1} on P (16 i¡ j 6 n− 1) with ( i;  i+1) = ( j;  j+1)
in which case, by Proposition 2, ( i;  i+1) = ( k ;  k+1) for all i 6 k 6 j. Hence,
#( i;  j+1)= 1 and so  1; : : : ;  i;  j+1; : : : ;  n is a path in GR that connects ’1 and ’2
which is shorter than P, a contradiction. Thus, GR is an isometric subgraph of HR, as
claimed.
6. The proof of Theorem 2
Recall that a block graph is a connected graph in which every block (i.e. maximal
2-connected 4 subgraph) is complete. Block graphs are well understood and various
characterisations of them are known—cf. [4,13,17], for example. Note that GR can be
a block graph even if R is not strongly compatible. For example, let X := {a; b; : : : ; g}
and R := {R1; R2; R3} where we de1ne R1 := {{a}; {b; c; d; e}; {f; g}}, R2 := {{a; b; c};
{d; e; f}; {g}}, and R3 := {{a; c; d; f; g}; {b}; {e}}. The relation graph GR of R is
depicted in Fig. 3.
Even though in this example GR properly represents R, it contains more blocks than
there are elements in R. However, if the number of blocks in GR equals #R, we will
see that R must, in fact, be strongly compatible.
We begin by making an observation for certain block graphs contained in HR. Sup-
pose  ⊆ VR is such that X ⊆  and G() is a block graph. Let B=B(G()) be the
set of blocks of G() and, for B ∈ B, let V (B) be the set of vertices in B. If {’; ’′} is
an edge in B with (’; ’′)={R} for some R ∈ R, then de1ne $(B) :=R. We claim that
$ gives a well-de1ned surjective map from B to R. Indeed, if #V (B)=2, then $(B) is
clearly well-de1ned, whereas if #V (B)¿ 2, then for all ’′′ ∈ V (B)−{’; ’′} we must
have (’; ’′) = (’; ’′′) from which it easily follows that $ is also well-de1ned.
Now if R ∈ R, then choose distinct x; y ∈ X so that R(x) = R(y). Since G() is
connected and X ⊆ , by assumption, there exists some path in G() from ’x to
’y, and this path necessarily contains an edge {’; ’′} with (’; ’′) = {R}. Thus, if
Fig. 3. GR is a block graph in which every block is a 2-clique, however, R is not strongly compatible.
4 A connected graph G is called 2-connected if there exists no single vertex whose removal from G (together
with all its incident edges) results in a disconnected graph.
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B{’;’′} denotes the block in B containing {’; ’′}, we have $(B{’;’′}) = R, so that $
is surjective, as claimed.
With this observation in hand, we can now prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 2. The relation graph GR is a block graph with #R blocks if and only if
R is strongly compatible.
Proof. Suppose that R is strongly compatible. To show that GR is a block graph,
we use the following characterisation of block graphs due to Bandelt and Mulder
[4, Proposition 1(iii)]: If G is a connected graph, then G is a block graph if and
only if neither K1;1;2, nor any cycle Cn with n ¿ 4 is an isometric subgraph of
G. By Proposition 1, GR is a connected subgraph of HR. Moreover, since GR is
an isometric subgraph of HR, by Corollary 1, it clearly cannot contain K1;1;2 as an
isometric subgraph (see also [24, Corollary 4.2]). Now, as a simple consequence of
Proposition 2, we see that for n ¿ 4 the cycle Cn cannot be an isometric subgraph
of GR. For if Cn :  1; : : : ;  n =  1 were such a cycle, then clearly there would have to
exist some 1 6 i¡ j 6 n − 1 with ( i;  i+1) = ( j;  j+1), and so, by Proposition
2, the cycle  1; : : : ;  i;  j+1; : : : ;  n would be shorter than Cn, in contradiction to the
assumption that Cn is an isometric subgraph of GR. Thus, GR is a block graph.
We now show that the number of blocks in GR is equal to #R. It suMces to show
that the map $ : B(GR)→ R de1ned in the discussion preceding the theorem is injec-
tive. Suppose that $(B)=$(B′) for distinct blocks B; B′ in B(GR). Let R :=$(B)=$(B′).
Then there must exist edges {’; ’′} of B and {’′′; ’′′′} of B′ with (’; ’′) =
(’′′; ’′′′) = {R}.
If {’; ’′} ∩ {’′′; ’′′′} = ∅, then assume without loss of generality that ’′ = ’′′.
Then, if ’(R) = ’′′′(R), we have ’ = ’′′′ so that {’; ’′} = {’′′; ’′′′}. Otherwise,
’(R) = ’′′′(R), in which case #(’; ’′′′) = 1 so that {’; ’′′′} is an edge in B, as B
is a maximal 2-connected subgraph of GR. In either case, we contradict the fact that
#(V (B) ∩ V (B′))6 1 must hold since B = B′ and GR is a block graph.
If {’; ’′} ∩ {’′′; ’′′′} = ∅, then without loss of generality, there exists a shortest
path P :  1 :=’;  2 :=’′;  3; : : : ;  n−1 :=’′′;  n :=’′′′ in GR with n¿ 4. But if this is
the case then, by Proposition 2, {’; ’′′′} is an edge of GR, a contradiction. Hence, $
is injective and so #B(GR) = #R, as required.
Now suppose that GR is a block graph with #R blocks. We need to show that
R is strongly compatible, that is, for all distinct R; R′ ∈ R, there exist some A ∈ R
and B ∈ R′ with A ∪ B = X . First note that since GR is a block graph, the map
$ : B(GR) → R de1ned above is a surjection. Hence, $ is a bijection, as we are
assuming that #B(GR) = #R.
We now prove that GR is an isometric subgraph of HR. To this end, note that if
’; ’′ ∈ R, then the length of a shortest path from ’ to ’′ in GR is at least #(’; ’′),
so it suMces to show that the length of any path in GR connecting ’ and ’′ is at
most #(’; ’′). Suppose there exists some shortest path P:  1 :=’;  2; : : : ;  n :=’′ in
GR of length n− 1¿ #(’; ’′). Then there must exist some 16 i¡ j 6 n− 1 with
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Fig. 4. The vertices ’R;R′ and ’R′ ;R in the block graph GR.
(’i; ’i+1) = (’j; ’j+1), and the edges {’i; ’i+1} and {’j; ’j+1} are contained in
the (necessarily distinct) blocks B{’i;’i+1} and B{’j;’j+1} of GR, respectively. But then
$(B{’i;’i+1}) = $(B{’j;’j+1}), contradicting the fact that $ is an injection. Thus, GR is
an isometric subgraph of HR, as claimed.
Now, for R ∈ R put BR :=$−1(R), and for any distinct R; R′ ∈ R, let ’R;R′ in V (BR)
and ’R′ ;R in V (BR′) be vertices for which
#(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R) = min
’∈BR;’′∈BR′
#(’; ’′)
(see Fig. 4). We claim that the pair {’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R} is the only one satisfying this equality
amongst all those pairs in {{’;  }: ’ ∈ V (BR) and  ∈ V (BR′)}. Since GR is a block
graph, as noted above, we must have #(V (BR)∩V (BR′))6 1. If #(V (BR)∩V (BR′))=1,
then clearly V (BR) ∩ V (BR′) = {’R;R′} = {’R′ ;R}. If, on the other hand, we have
#(V (BR) ∩ V (BR′)) = 0, then there must exist some ’ ∈ BR and some ’′ ∈ BR′
with #(’; ’′) = #(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R) and either ’ = ’R;R′ , or ’′ = ’R′ ;R, or both. Note
that, in particular, we must have #(’; ’R′ ;R) = #(’R;R′ ; ’′) = #(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R), by
minimality. Without loss of generality, assume ’ = ’R;R′ . Now, R; R′ ∈ (’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R),
by de1nition of the pair ’R;R′ and ’R′ ;R. Clearly, R ∈ (’; ’R′ ;R) and (’; ’R′ ;R) ⊆
{R}∪˙(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R), and thus, (’; ’R′ ;R) − {R} ( (’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R), as #(’; ’R′ ;R) =
#(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R). But this cannot hold since there exists some R′′ ∈ R − {R} with
’R;R′(R′′) = ’R′ ;R(R′′) =’(R′′), and so R′′ ∈ (’; ’R;R′) = {R}, a contradiction. Thus,
the pair {’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R} is unique, as claimed.
Now, de1ne A :=’R;R′(R) and B :=’R′ ;R(R′), noting that by de1nition A ∈ R and
B ∈ R′. We claim that if ’ ∈ R is distinct from ’R;R′ and ’R′ ;R, then we cannot
have {R; R′} ⊆ (’; ’R;R′): For, suppose that P :  1 :=’R;R′ ;  2; : : : ;  n :=’ (n¿ 3) is
a shortest path between ’R;R′ and ’ with ( i;  i+1) = {R} and ( j;  j+1) = {R′} for
some 16 i = j 6 n− 1. Then ( k ;  k+1) is not equal to {R′} or {R} for k = i; j, as
GR is an isometric subgraph of HR. Moreover, we must have (’R;R′ ;  2)= {R} since
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BR = B{ i ; i+1} and so, as ’R;R′ ∈ BR, the path ’R;R′ ;  i+1; : : : ;  n would be shorter than
P if i + 1 were not equal to 2. Since BR′ = B{ j ; j+1}, we have ’R′ ;R ∈ B{ j ; j+1}, and
so,
#(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R)¡ #( 2; ’R′ ;R)¡ 1 + #( 2; ’R′ ;R) = #(’R;R′ ; ’R′ ;R);
a contradiction. Thus, {R; R′}* (’; ’R;R′) as claimed. Similarly, if ’ ∈ R we have
{R; R′}* (’; ’R′ ;R).
By Lemma 4, GR properly represents R, since it is an isometric subgraph of HR.
So it follows from the last claim that either ’ is in V (’R;R′ ; R), or ’ is in V (’R′ ;R; R′),
or ’ is contained in both of these sets, for any ’ ∈ R (see Section 5 for a de1nition
of the set V (’; R), with ’ ∈ R; R ∈ R). Thus,
X ⊆ R ⊆ V (’R;R′ ; R) ∪ V (’R′ ;R; R′);
and so
X ⊆ V ∗(’R;R′ ; R) ∪ V ∗(’R′ ;R; R′) = ’R;R′(R) ∪ ’R′ ;R(R′) = A ∪ B ⊆ X;
so that A ∪ B= X , which completes the proof of the theorem.
Note that to any block graph G = (V; E), we can associate a tree TG = (W;F):
Indeed, denoting the blocks of G by B, we simply de1ne W :=V ∪B, and F to be
the set consisting of those pairs {v; b}, with v ∈ V and b ∈ B [4,13]. In case R is
strongly compatible the tree TGR is, in fact, what is known as an (X; +)-tree (cf. [13]).
In this way it can be seen that Theorem 2 provides the basis for an alternative proof
of the main theorem (Theorem 5:6) of [13]. In a forthcoming paper we will discuss
this in more detail, in particular, the connection between the relation graph, tree-like
-systems [13, p. 14] and the so-called block decomposition [12] from T-theory [14,
p. 171]. In particular, we will see that the relation graph can be used to provide unique
minimal (X; +)-trees (cf. [13, Remark 5.7]).
In conclusion, even though it is clear that the relation graph will not be of great value
for representing sets of partitions in general, it is hoped that it might still be of use
in the special situation where one would like to represent a set of partitions consisting
mainly of splits together with a few tripartitions (such data do arise in biological
applications, such as in the study of plant speciation). In this case, the relation graph
will be closely related to the Buneman graph and, using condition (ii) for the de1nition
of the vertices of GR, it will be possible to thin out GR in exactly the same way as
was described for the Buneman graph in [11, p. 340]. This technique has been already
used to thin out the Buneman graph for biological data [10].
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